* The International Accounting Standards Board published IFRS 9 Financial Instruments in July 2014. The
IFRS 9 framework introduces a number of new principles into bad debt provisioning that would require
lenders to change the provisioning methodology and possibly some business practices in order to remain
compliant.
It is expected that IFRS 9 adoption could lead to a material increase in provisions. The IFRS 9 framework
and key considerations for retail unsecured lending are described in the below high level overview.

Increased governance and disclosure: document, explain, evidence, manage and control the inputs,
credit policies / processes, definitions, assumptions, techniques and forward looking judgements along
with extended reporting.

*Source: http://www.ifrs.org/
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Understanding IFRS 9 for Retail Lending

IFRS9 is effective for annual periods beginning on or
after 1 January 2018
Early adoption is
available
Adoption impact
could be a balance
sheet adjustment
only

Consider parallel
application at
least 1 year in
advance
(including all
governance and
disclosures)

To define the 3 stages
Risk at origination
/ purchase vs.
significant
increase in risk
vs. impaired
accounts

A conservative
assumption on
Stage 1 = low risk
in-order accounts
as identified by
risk scoring

Rebuttable
pressumption of
latest point of
entry of 30dpd
for stage 2 and
90dpd for default
/ stage 3
Must be supported
by analytics and
risk management
practices /
operations

Some guidance suggest
alignment to IAS39
suggesting where loss
event accorded accounts
would be in stage 2 and
3.
Repayment changes such
as re-ages, repayment
plans, restructures and
debt review accounts
along with other classes
such as deceased or
unemployed would be
stage 2 or 3

The simplified approach does not require differentiation between stage 1 and 2. All
treated in line with stage 2.
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Lifetime vs. 12 months expected credit losses
Lifetime loss
would consider
default, cash flows
between default
and write-off,
write-off and post
write-off
recoveries depending on
lender practices
and Loss Given
Defult (LGD1 and 2)
vs. “Final Loss
Given Write-Off”
(LGWO1)

For structured
repayments
lifetime would
likely equal
maximum term
plus the period to
recognise loss and
subsequent cash
flows if repayment
received is less
than or equal to 12
month must use
simpified approach

For revolving
product lifetime is
unclear.
To be determined
by lender
considering
repayment
periods and life
end events, such
as dormancy and
typical life of an
account

All accounts must carry provisions (no loss
event required)
In stage 1, the 12 month
expected credit loss is the
portion of lifetime expected loss
weighted by the likelihood of
default within the next 12
months. i.e. all accounts will
have (possibly insignificantly
low) a propensity to default and
thus carry some provision
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Provide for loss expectation on undrawn commitments
for revolving products
For revolving
products the
lifetime expected
loss estimate
must include the
expected
utilisation of
undrawn limits

It could be achieved
through a proxy of
expected balance at
default / write-off in
relation to limit.
Providing for
expected utilisation
of unused limits
beyond the current
limit / commitment
at reporting date is
not required

Where account
spend is
systematically
blocked a zero new
spend assumption
would likely be
acceptable (possibly
the case for Stage 2
and 3)

The typical notice period as it applies in practice to remove
the undrawn loan commitment or the time it takes to apply a
permanent block on the account could potentially be
considered to limit the use of undrawn commitments

Present value of losses
Typically lenders identified the expected default or
write-off balances as at point of default or write-off.
Then net the balance with the subsequent cashflows /
payments discounted to the point of default / write-off
to define the net expected credit loss to provide for
IFRS9 also allows for the loss (cash payment expected
not to be received) to be discounted. This would allow for
the net expected loss at default / write-off to be
additionally discounted to report month
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Amortised cost of EIR for stage 3
Interest in suspense
component for the interest
charged, but not expected to
be paid discounted to present
value

Write-off should equal no cost to income statement
Considering the guiding
principle that an account
will be writen-off when
there is no reasonable
expectation of further
recoveries at the point of
write-off the balance should
be fully provided for

The derecognition of the
asset (taking the loss to the
income statement) will be
off-sett by a similar release
in provisions

However, this principle
is not particularly new
and many businesses
applies write-off
policies to varies
degrees (as early as a
few missed payments
vs. a fully exhaustive
approach).
Lenders with an early
write-off policy might
want to consider an onbalance sheet
recoveries model prior
to write-off
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Forward looking information e.g. economic cycle
macroeconomics overlay
ECL should be
unbiased weighted
probability of:

Lenders must
consider macro
economic and
other relevant
internal and
external factors
to adjust the
lifetime expected
losses typically
based on historic
data to reflect
future changes

Default / loss /
cash flows and
Multiple forward
looking scenarios

Best practice would
be to have analytical
evidence illustrating
the relationship (or
lack of)

Best practice would
suggest that the
application of these
adjustment factors are
applied within
provisioning model
assumptions / factors
rather than a model
override direct editing
provisions.
Based on reasonable
supportable information that
is available without undue
cost or effort

Increase governance and disclosure
To document / explain /
evidence credit policies
(e.g. default, write-off
special classes that
modifies payments such
as re-ages, restructures
or debt review),
assumptions, definitions,
techniques / calculations
and overriding forward
looking judgments.

Describe credit risk
management practices
(and how credit risk is
identified and accounts
grouped) and how it
relates to ECLs.
Qualitative and quantities
information (by stage and
12 months vs lifetime)
and credit risk exposure.
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